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Opener

1. Barb has a huge pile of bowling balls, at least 100. Think of some Feel free to use the tapioca
balls, or any other set
of roughly-equally-sized
spherical objects around
you as manipulatives. Okay,
maybe not any spherical
object. Have you had a
bowling ball fall on your
foot? Ask David Kremer.

ways that she can stack them in fabulous 3-D.

Important Stuff

2. Cesar decides to stack bowling balls with a square base.
a. What size base is needed to stack of at least 100

bowling balls?
b. The top ball sits directly above a ball in which layers?

3. David decides to stack bowling balls with an equilateral
triangle base. You know, there are other

things to do in this town
besides stacking bowling
balls. For example, you
could ride a bobsled for
only $3600 per hour!

a. What size base is needed to stack of at least 100
bowling balls?

b. The top ball sits directly above a ball in which layers?

4. Equilateral triangleMEH has side length 2. Inside the

This problem is so . . .
MEH.

triangle is a point Iwith the property that HI =MI = EI.
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a. Find the height and area of the triangle.
b. Explain why HI is twice as long as AI. HI and HA are part of

tuna’s favorite triangle.
(Bermuda?)

c. Explain whyMI is twice as long as AI.
d. What is the length ofMI?
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5. What is the distance marked on the diagram, if the three
circles are pennies (with diameter .75”)?

6. Bowen and Darryl each dreamed of Eisensteinville, a city See, this is a way more
sane thing to do than
stacking bowling balls.

with an infinite triangular grid of roads. 7-11s occupy
most intersections as shown below, forming a hexagonal
grid. Color the map to indicate the closest 7-11 at any
point on the map. Describe the result as well as you can.

7. The reason why a 7-11 is not at every intersection in
Eisensteinville is that Darryl’s favorite store, Watermel-
ons “R” Us, is at the remaining intersections, as shown
below. Color the map showing the closest Watermelons They’ll even put your

watermelon in a drawer,
if that’s how you like ’em.

“R” Us at any point on the map. Describe the result as
well as you can.
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8. When packing pennies in the plane, you can pack ’em Who packed these pennies,
Peter Piper?in a square pattern or a triangular pattern. Picture

a plane packed with pennies. Posit for each packing
the percentage of the plane preoccupied with packed
pennies. Which packing is the most packed?

Neat Stuff

9. Cut a regular tetrahedron into two congruent pieces with
a single planar cut. What does it look like now? For the A planar cut is straight.

Don’t let this problem
frustum you!

shapes that result, find all the lengths, and find the total
surface area.

10. Suppose three people, P, E, and G are trying to meet and
they want to find the point that is equidistant from each
of them (in the plane containing P, E, and G). When will
that equidistant point lie on triangle PEG?

11. Consider triangle WUT with points W(21, 9), U(0, 0),
and T(18, 0).
a. Plot the triangle.
b. Draw segmentWF, with F on side UT , that divides
WUT into two triangles that have the same area.
What!

c. Draw segment TV , with V on side UW, that divides
WUT into two triangles that have the same area.

d. Find the coordinates of X, the intersection ofWF and
TV . It’s a lattice point, and it

marks the spot!e. Find lengthsWX and XF. Interesting?

12. Find the average of the three points from Problem 11.

13. Cesar and David each build a 8-deep stack of bowling
balls, starting with a square and triangle as before. Who
used more balls? Are the two stacks the same height?

14. Did you know triangular numbers appear in Pascal’s
Triangle? I’ll bet Brock knows.

a. Find the triangular numbers and explain why they
appear.

b. What about David’s triangular bowling ball counts?
Are they in Pascal’s Triangle?
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15. Did you know square numbers appear in Pascal’s Trian-
gle? I hope not, because they don’t! Sure they do! Look down

that first diagonal where it
goes 1, 2, 3, 4 . . .a. Make a table for the sum of the first n square

numbers, for n = 1 to 10.
b. Look for patterns to find a rule for the sum of the

first n square numbers.

16. Here’s another sequence of 0s and 1s:

S0 = 0
S1 = 01
S2 = 010
S3 = 01001
S4 = 01001010

Each new term is the previous two terms, stuck together, Stuck like bowling balls
stuck together? “Stuck” is
the past tense of “stack”,
you know.

with the most recent term first.
a. Write the next three terms.
b. How long is each term in the sequence?
c. Describe some other properties of the sequence.

17. Do Problem 10 from Set 9 if you haven’t yet. Let Rn be
the nth term in the sequence from that problem, starting
from n = 0, so R4 = 10110. Compare R6 and S5. Lucy, you got some ’splainin

to do!

18. Pick any integer n and write down Sn. Write down a new
string of 0s and 1s using this procedure: Going through
the digits in Sn from left to right, write down a 01 if the
digit is a 0, write down a 0 if the digit is a 1. What do
you notice about the new string of 0s and 1s?

19. What is the ratio of the numbers of 0s to 1s in Sn? What
happens as n gets larger and larger?

20. In Farkle, you roll dice, and you’re happy if you see any
ones, any fives, or any three-of-a-kind. You must do one
of these to avoid losing. Or as the kids say these

days, “farkling”.a. With one die, what are your chances of survival?
b. With two dice, what are your chances of survival?
c. With three dice, what are your chances of survival?
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21. A “7-11 Diagram” is constructed for n points. Polygons
are created. What is the maximum possible number of
sides for any such polygon created (in terms of n)?

Tough Stuff

22. A tiny circle can fit just inside the circles of a triangular
packing. How big is this circle, compared to the ones in
the packing?

23. A tiny sphere can fit just inside the spheres of Cesar’s
square bowling ball stack. How big is this sphere, com-
pared to the ones in the stack?

24. A tiny sphere can fit just inside the spheres of David’s
square bowling ball stack. How big is this sphere, com-
pared to the ones in the stack?

25. What is the probability of achieving a “Super Farkle” by FARKLE THE LASER!!

not doing anything of note on the first roll of six dice?
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